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Librarian Version: System Requirements: Problem Description: Red Hat, Fedora, CentOS Description: Hi I am trying
to install acuitus 5015 on fedora 20 with kernel: 4.7.2-300.fc20 I have tried to install the tool with 'yum install

acuitus' but when starting the tool I am getting the message: There was an error processing the acuitus
5150-client.zip archive. Please make sure you have enough disk space available and try again later. The tool -when
executing the command -deviates from an normal use on each step of the installation process. So far I have tried:

yum update yum clean all yum update yum clean all (with all kernels) I thought that the acuitus 5015 tool was
running as root user and got permissions issues. I got an old acuitus 5015 tool and it works fine. I was trying to

downgrade from gcc 9.3 to gcc 7.3 But now I tried the tool with gcc 7.3 and I get the same error. It is very strange
for me. The problem is with the installation of the tool and not with the execution of the tool as it seems. There is
no problem to run the tool as root. The only problem to run it as the 'normal' user seems to be that the tool is not

able to create the plugins in the log. We would need to do some testing to understand how the proper usage of the
tool works. Thanks for helping out!User Info: skiffra skiffra 3 years ago #1 The trial version is completely free. I just
want to make it easier for some people who are pretty new to testing games. So if you want to check out the M3,
or if you want to give us some feedback about the game, just give me a shout at Thanks! skiffra (Moderator)/* *
Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one * or more contributor license agreements. See the

NOTICE file * distributed with this work for additional information * regarding copyright ownership. The ASF
licenses this file * to you under the Apache License c6a93da74d
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